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An important step toward accomplishing this goal is to distinguish the manners in which neuronal function is altered by changes in ligand-gated receptors versus changes in VGICs. A prominent difference between ligand-gated receptors (synapses) and VGICs is that opening of VGICs is not specific to the presynaptic activation of any synapse. Any change in membrane voltage can trigger the opening of a VGIC, and this in conjunction with the connected nature of compartments implies that a VGIC present at a given location alters physiological properties at various adjacent compartments. For instance, the presence or blockade of VGIC conductances at one location influences various physiological measurements at other locations, in a distance-dependent manner (Frick et al. , 2004 Narayanan et al. 2010; Williams 2004) . Thus, to understand the roles of dendritic VGICs, it is important to know the influence of a VGIC conductance located at a neuronal compartment toward altering various physiological parameters of other compartments within the same neuron.
In this study, we define and analyze the "influence field" as a quantitative abstraction of the influence of a spatially confined cluster of VGICs on a physiological parameter. We develop this abstraction to quantitatively analyze interactions of VGICs in different neuronal compartments, accounting for the specific locations of VGICs and the connected nature of these compartments. Employing this framework, we quantitatively demonstrate that the extent of influence of a VGIC conductance is largely independent of the conductance magni-tude but is heavily dependent on the specific physiological property and background conductances. Through our analyses employing a range of measurements, we demonstrate that the influences of different VGIC conductances located on a thin dendritic branch are confined within that dendritic branch. This would imply that VGICs located in thin dendritic branches do not influence computations outside that dendritic branch, thus constituting an additional mechanism by which small dendritic branches can compartmentalize computations Govindarajan et al. 2010; Larkum et al. 2009; London and Hausser 2005; Losonczy and Magee 2006; Losonczy et al. 2008; Nevian et al. 2007; Poirazi et al. 2003; Polsky et al. 2004) . Next, we demonstrate that the extent of influence of a VGIC that alters action potential propagation is localized only if actively sustained. If propagation ceases to be active, the extent of influence becomes spatially widespread, thus constituting an important constraint for the influence of localized plasticity in dendritic VGICs (Frick et al. 2004 ). Finally, using influence fields to estimate functional properties from gradients in dendritic VGIC conductances, we demonstrate that the cumulative contribution of VGIC conductances in adjacent compartments plays a critical role in determining physiological properties at a given location. We propose that our framework offers a crucial quantitative link between dendritic VGICs and their ability to alter neural coding, metaplasticity, homeostasis, and network dynamics.
MODELS AND METHODS
We employed two distinct models for the analyses presented in this study. The first was a simple model that consists only of two cylinders (referred to as the ball-and-stick model here), and the other was a morphologically realistic model built from three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions of hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons.
Ball-and-stick model. The ball-and-stick model consisted of two cylinders, with one representing the somatic section (50-m diameter, 50-m length) and the other forming the dendritic section (500-m length, 2-m diameter) (Fig. 1A) . The dendritic section was further subdivided into 100 compartments for accommodating isopotential- Fig. 1 . Local presence of an h-channel cluster exerts widespread influence on input resistance measurement. A: schematic of the 2-cylinder piston model used to establish the basic quantitative framework for analyzing the influence fields. B: voltage traces in response (somatic, top; 250 m dendritic, bottom) to a local injection of a hyperpolarizing current pulse (100 pA for 350 ms) in the absence (black) and the presence (red) of an h-channel cluster located at a dendritic location 250 m from the soma. C: input resistance (R in ) measured along the somatodendritic axis in the absence (black) and presence of an h-channel cluster, located at 250 m from the soma and of varying conductance densities (g h ) (colors). D: normalized influence of an h-channel cluster on R in (⌳ R ) for various values of g h , computed from the plots in C. Color codes are the same as those in C. E: illustration of the quantitative estimation of the extent of influence fields using exponential functions (see MODELS AND METHODS) . F: effect of g h on the extent of influence of an h-channel cluster on R in ( R ), along the somatic (green) and dendritic (red) flanks. G: R as a function of g h suggests a small and saturating increase in the extent of the influence of h channels on R in as a function of g h . H-J: similar to C, D, and G, but analysis of ⌳ R involves persistent Na ϩ conductance (g NaP ).
like constraints on individual compartments. The passive electrical parameters were uniform across the somatic and dendritic compartments and were set as follows: specific membrane resistivity R m ϭ 12 k⍀·cm 2 , specific membrane capacitance C m ϭ 1 F/cm 2 , axial resistivity R a ϭ 100 ⍀·cm.
Morphologically realistic model. A reconstructed hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neuron (n123) obtained from NeuroMorpho.Org (Ascoli et al. 2007) , originally reconstructed by Pyapali et al. (1998) , was used as the substrate for all morphologically realistic simulations. Passive electrical parameters were set such that the local input resistance (R in , defined below) remained almost constant (ϳ120 M⍀) throughout the trunk (Narayanan and Johnston 2007) . The specific membrane capacitance C m was set at 1 F/cm 2 . Specific membrane resistance R m and intracellular resistivity R a for various compartments along the somato-apical trunk as functions of radial distance of the compartment from the soma, x, were set according to the following equations (Narayanan and Johnston 2007; Poirazi et al. 2003) :
(1)
where R m som ϭ 65 k⍀·cm 2 and R a som ϭ 50 ⍀·cm were values at the soma and R m end ϭ 35 k⍀·cm 2 and R a end ϭ 30 ⍀·cm were values assigned to the terminal end of the apical trunk (which was ϳ425 m distant from the soma for the reconstruction under consideration). The basal dendrites and the axonal compartments had somatic R m and R a , and apical obliques had the same R m and R a as the trunk compartment from which they originated. This neuronal model was compartmentalized by using the d rule (Carnevale and Hines 2006) to ensure that each compartment is smaller than 0.1 100 , where 100 is the space constant, computed at 100 Hz, of the section under consideration.
Channel kinetics and distribution. Our study includes six different types of biophysically realistic VGIC models: Na ϩ , A-type (K A ), M-type (K M ), and delayed-rectifier (K DR ) K ϩ channels, persistent Na ϩ conductance (NaP), and hyperpolarization-activated h channels. The kinetic schemes for Na ϩ , K DR , and K A channels were adopted from Migliore et al. (1999) , and the h channel was modeled as in Poolos et al. (2002) . Persistent Na ϩ channel kinetics were taken from Uebachs et al. (2010) . The kinetics for the M channel were adopted from Shah et al. (2008) , with the half-maximal activation voltage changed to Ϫ10 mV, to account for experimental results from cellattached recordings of these channels in CA1 pyramidal neurons (Chen and Johnston 2004) . Reversal potentials for Na ϩ , K ϩ , and h channels were set at 55, Ϫ90, and Ϫ30 mV, respectively.
While assessing properties associated with action potential propagation in the ball-and-stick model, Na ϩ and K DR conductances were distributed equally in soma and dendrite: g Na ϭ 40 mS/cm 2 and g KDR ϭ 10 mS/cm 2 . In the multicompartmental model, maximal conductance values of Na ϩ (g Na ϭ 45 mS/cm 2 ) and K DR (g KDR ϭ 15 mS/cm 2 ) channels in different compartments were set such that the action potential amplitude was ϳ110 mV across all compartments when the A-type K ϩ conductance was absent Migliore et al. 1999) . g Na in the axon initial segment was set fivefold higher compared with its somatic value (Fleidervish et al. 2010) . The rest of the axon was treated as passive. To account for slow inactivation of dendritic Na ϩ channels , an additional inactivation gate variable was included (Migliore et al. 1999) .
A-type K ϩ conductance was set as a linearly increasing gradient as a function of radial distance from the soma, x, and was adjusted such that the backpropagating action potential (bAP) amplitude was ϳ8 -10 mV at the terminal end of the apical trunk Migliore et al. 1999) :
To accommodate experimental observations on differences between the activation parameters of the A-type K ϩ channel in CA1 pyramidal cells , two different models for the A-type K ϩ conductance were used as in Migliore et al. (1999) and were spatially segregated. Specifically, the proximal version was used for compartments with radial distances Ͻ100 m from the soma, beyond which point the distal A-type K ϩ conductance model was used. In simulations that involved gradients in h-channel properties, the maximal conductance value for the h conductance for compartments along the somatodendritic trunk, as a function of radial distance from the soma, x, was set as a sigmoidal function:
The basal dendrites had somatic g h , and apical obliques had the same g h as the trunk compartment from which they originated (Narayanan and Johnston 2007) . Along the somato-apical trunk, the halfmaximal activation voltage for h channels was Ϫ82 mV for x Յ 100 m, linearly varied from Ϫ82 mV to Ϫ90 mV for 100 m Յ x Յ 300 m, and was Ϫ90 mV for x Ͼ 300 m (Magee 1998) . The specific values associated with the sigmoidal function above were set such that at Ϫ65 mV R in reduced from ϳ65 M⍀ to 25 M⍀ along the axis of the somatodendritic trunk, accompanied by a corresponding increase in resonance frequency (f R ) from 3 to 12 Hz (Narayanan and Johnston 2007) .
Measurements. R in of a compartment was measured from the steady-state voltage response of the compartment to a 100-pA hyperpolarizing current pulse (for 300 ms) and was computed as the ratio between the steady-state voltage response and the injected current amplitude. f R was calculated along the dendrite by giving a chirp stimulus: a sinusoidal current wave with constant amplitude (50 pA) with frequency linearly increasing from 0 to 25 Hz in 25 s. The Fourier transform of voltage response of the chirp stimulus was divided by the Fourier transform of the chirp stimulus to generate the impedance amplitude profile. The frequency at which the impedance amplitude reached its maximum was taken as f R (Hutcheon and Yarom 2000; Narayanan and Johnston 2007) . Action potentials were generated by injecting a 1-nA depolarizing current for 2 ms in the soma, and the amplitude of the action potential was measured as the difference between its peak and the resting membrane potential. These measurements were chosen for this study in order to span subthreshold and suprathreshold, propagating and nonpropagating measurements that are sensitive to changes in VGICs that are predominantly present in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neuron dendrites (Johnston and Narayanan 2008; Lai and Jan 2006; Migliore and Shepherd 2002) .
Computational details. All simulations were performed with the NEURON simulation environment (Carnevale and Hines 2006) . Unless otherwise stated, simulations were performed with resting membrane potential set at Ϫ65 mV. Temperature was set at 34°C, and ion channel kinetics were adjusted appropriately, accounting for their experimentally determined Q 10 factors. Simulations involving the M-type K ϩ current were performed at Ϫ35 mV, owing to the depolarized activation range of the M current. The default integration time step was set at 25 s. Computation of f R and other measurements (above), numerical quantification of influence fields using curve fitting algorithms, and analyses of influence fields pertaining to linearity and parametric dependencies (see RESULTS) were performed with custombuilt software written within the IGOR Pro (Wavemetrics) programming environment.
Quantifying influence fields. The influence field of a given ion channel cluster located at x i on a physiological measurement, M, is quantified through the normalized influence factor, ⌳ M (x; x i ), defined as follows:
where x spans various locations along a neuronal axis, and IF(x) depicts the unnormalized influence factor, defined as:
where M org is the initial measurement obtained in the absence of the ion channel cluster at location x i and M new is the measurement obtained after insertion of the ion channel cluster at location x i . As an example, R in is measured at various locations along the neuron in the absence of any active conductance [thus providing us with M org (x) in the above equation; see Fig. 1 Fig. 1D ). In this case, the influence of the ion channel cluster on the measurement would be maximal at x i , thus making
To quantitatively understand the influence field, we assigned a functional form for it. Owing to the sharp transition of ⌳ M (x; x i ) (Fig.  1D ) at x i , we characterize it using two exponentials, one spanning the somatic flank of ⌳ M (from the soma to x i ) and another spanning its dendritic flank (from x i to the end of the dendritic compartment). Specifically, ⌳ M (x; x i ) is fit with two exponentials as follows:
where L d is the total length of the dendritic compartment. M s and M d , respectively, represent the decay of ⌳ M (x; x i ) along its somatic and dendritic flanks (Fig. 1E) . With this formulation, we extracted metrics of ⌳ M (x; x i ) that would help in quantitatively understanding the extent of influence of an ion channel cluster located at x i on measurement M. We define the extent of the influence field, M (x; x i ), as the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of ⌳ M (x; x i ). Figure 1E illustrates the process of obtaining a functional form of ⌳ M (x; x i ) with two exponentials and computing the extent of the influence field, M (x; x i ), as the sum of the half-maximal widths along the somatic and dendritic flanks. Specifically, we compute M (x; x i ) as the sum of half-maximal widths along the somatic and dendritic flanks of ⌳ M (x; x i ), using the functional form obtained in Eq. 7 as follows:
where M s (x; x i ) is the half-maximal width along the somatic flank, computed as:
and M d (x; x i ) is the half-maximal width along the dendritic flank, computed as:
The FWHM was used as the default; in cases where the exponential fit never reached a value of 0.5, we computed the extent as full width at three-quarter maximum (FWTQM).
Quantification of summation of influence fields. To assess how influence fields of different ion channel clusters interact, we calculated their combined influence field, as follows:
Then we calculated the influences of the presence of either of these two clusters individually, computed the linear sum of the two influence fields, and normalized this linear sum to compute the normalized linearly summed influence field as follows:
where LS R is the linear sum of the influence fields of two ion channel clusters located at x 1 and x 2 along the dendrite and was calculated as:
where IF R (x; x 1 ) and IF R (x; x 2 ) represent influence fields of ion channel cluster located at x 1 and x 2 positions (computed as in Eq. 6). Finally, we quantified the linearity of summation of influence fields as the ratio between the area under the combined influence field (Eq. 11) and that under the normalized linearly summed influence field (Eq. 12) and defined it as the linearity index (LI) for influence fields:
By this definition, LI would be 1 if the summation is linear and would be greater or lesser than unity when the summation is supralinear or sublinear, respectively.
RESULTS
Neuronal dendrites express numerous VGICs, typically with spatial gradients in their densities and properties (Johnston and Narayanan 2008; Lai and Jan 2006; Migliore and Shepherd 2002) . Recent literature has demonstrated that VGICs can undergo plasticity in response to learning and in conjunction with in vitro activity-dependent protocols that are typically thought to be involved in inducing synaptic plasticity (Kim and Linden 2007; Mozzachiodi and Byrne 2010; Nelson and Turrigiano 2008; Remy et al. 2010; Sjostrom et al. 2008; Turrigiano 2011; Zhang and Linden 2003) . To understand dendritic VGICs, their gradients, and their plasticity and to incorporate them into various learning theory models, it is critical to incorporate the connected nature of neuronal compartments. Owing to this connectedness, the presence of VGIC conductances at one location can alter physiological properties at other locations within the neuron. An example of such spatially widespread influence of a localized VGIC conductance is depicted in Fig. 1 . Here, we had inserted a single h-channel conductance cluster (g h ϭ 80 mS/cm 2 ) at a dendritic location 250 m away from the soma in an otherwise passive ball-andstick model. Insertion of an h conductance into a dendritic compartment would expectedly reduce the local input resistance (R in ) at that compartment (from 154.3 M⍀ to 81.7 M⍀; Fig. 1B ). In addition, because of the connected nature of the various compartments, R in at other locations also underwent significant reductions, although the ion channel cluster was present only at one location. For instance, R in at the somatic compartment was reduced from 112.9 M⍀ to 85.9 M⍀ (Fig.  1B) , even though no additional conductance was added to any other compartment other than the one at 250 m on the dendrite.
To quantify this spread of influence of the VGIC on the measurement, we plotted R in as a function of distance in the absence of any active components (Fig. 1C ) and in the presence of a single h-channel cluster (at 250 m) of various conductance values (Fig. 1C) . We computed the reductions in R in at all locations due to the presence of the single h-channel cluster at 250 m (differences between black and colored traces in Fig. 1C ) and normalized these reductions with respect to the reduction at the cluster location. We found that the reduction of R in was maximal at the location of the cluster and reduced with increase in distance from the cluster (Fig. 1D) . We called this plot the "influence field" of the h-channel cluster on R in , as it quantifies the distance-dependent impact of the cluster on R in . To understand the spatial spread of the influence of a given VGIC cluster, we also computed the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of this normalized plot and called it the extent of the influence field (see MODELS AND METHODS for more details).
In the sections that follow, we analyze the influence field as a quantitative abstraction of the distribution, in neuronal space, of the influence of a spatially confined cluster of VGICs on various physiological measurements. The nature and extent of such influence fields would alter the manner in which different VGICs in different compartments interact with each other and the manner in which incoming synaptic inputs are processed. We propose this as a first step toward the incorporation of VGICs, their numerous physiological roles, and their activitydependent plasticity into learning frameworks and other models of cellular neurophysiology.
Influence fields of VGICs were coupled to measurements. Are influences of a given VGIC cluster different for different measurements? To address this, we compared influence fields (see MODELS AND METHODS) of the same h-channel cluster, located at 250 m from the soma, on two physiologically relevant measurements, input resistance (R in ) and resonance frequency (f R ), in the ball-and-stick model. We noted that the extent of influence along the dendritic flank was greater than that along the somatic flank for both R in (Fig. 1D ) and f R (not shown). Such asymmetry should be expected given the presence of the large somatic compartment on one end of the dendrite.
Next, we assessed the role of h-channel conductance in shaping the extent of influence fields for both R in and f R . We found a very small and saturating increase in extent of influence for R in ( R ) as a function of g h , suggesting that the influence field was largely invariant to the maximal h-channel conductance in this case (Fig. 1, F and G) . In contrast, the extent of influence for f R ( f ) decreased as a function of increase in g h (not shown). We also performed a detailed sensitivity analysis with respect to the entire set of passive and h-channel parameters associated with the model (Table 1) and found contrasting differences between R in and f R in terms of the sensitivities of their influence fields to various parameters. As the same h-channel cluster was employed for measuring influence fields of R in and f R , this suggested that influence fields were different for different physiological measurements even if the measurements were made in the presence of the same VGIC cluster.
If influence fields were coupled to measurements, then influence field properties and their parametric sensitivities corresponding to a measurement should be the same even if that measurement were to be altered by another VGIC. To test this postulate, we chose the M-type K ϩ channel, another resonating conductance that regulates both R in and f R (Hu et al. 2002) . Using M-type K ϩ conductance, we repeated all the Sensitivity analysis for the extent of influence fields (IFs) corresponding to input resistance (R in ) and resonance frequency (f R ) in the ball-and-stick model. The parameters on which the analysis was performed form the first column, and the second column indicates the tested range of the corresponding parameter. Other columns correspond to changes observed in R and f for increases in the parameters given in the first column corresponding to type of ion channel (top row: columns 3-7). Data presented here as well as in Table 2 were derived after plotting the extent of IFs as functions of the each of the mentioned parameters varied over the range specified in the table (e.g., Fig. 1G for dependence of ⌳ R on g h ). *Very small changes. All f values calculated at 0.95 ⌳ f . Increase in V 1/2 and V m refers to depolarizing shift in the respective voltages. V 1/2 and activation time constant refer to the corresponding parameters with respect to either the h or the M channel. R m , membrane resistivity; R a , axial resistivity; C m , membrane capacitance.
experiments that we had performed with h channels ( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ) and compared these results with those obtained with the h-channel clusters (Table 1) . On the basis of these analyses, we found that influence fields and their parametric dependencies corresponding to either R in or f R were largely similar (Table 1) , irrespective of whether h or M-type channels were used to alter their values. However, specific channel properties did alter parametric dependencies in some cases, especially in parameters related to membrane voltage. As the h current is a hyperpolarization-activated inward current and the M current is a depolarization-activated outward current, dependencies of f and R on membrane voltage were exactly opposite to each other for the h and M currents (Table 1) . Similar dichotomies were observed with changes in activation V 1/2 and maximal conductance value of either the M or the h channels (Table 1) .
So far we have analyzed influence field properties for input resistance (R in ) corresponding to restorative conductances i.e., the h-and M-type K ϩ channels. Next, we asked whether properties of influence field for input resistance (⌳ R ) held true for regenerative conductances that enhance membrane excitability. The postulate was that if influence fields were largely coupled to specific physiological measurements rather than to specific VGICs, then properties of influence fields should be the same even if physiological measurements were altered by using a regenerative conductance. To test this, we used persistent Na ϩ conductance, a regenerative conductance that increases R in (Vervaeke et al. 2006) . Similar to h channel and M-type K ϩ channel, where local presence of these conductances decreased R in along the entire trunk (Fig. 1C) , we found that local presence of persistent Na ϩ conductance (g NaP ) increased R in along the entire somato-apical trunk (Fig. 1H) , yielding an influence field very similar to those of restorative conductances (Fig. 1I) . As observed previously with h and M-type K ϩ conductances, we found that the shape of the influence field was asymmetric and the extent of influence was higher toward the dendritic flank compared to the somatic flank (Fig. 1I) . We also found a small decrease in extent of influence for R in ( R ) as a function of the maximal persistent Na ϩ conductance, g NaP (Fig. 1J ). Finally, we performed detailed sensitivity analysis to study the properties of influence field for input resistance (⌳ R ) corresponding to g NaP and found that the properties of ⌳ R were very similar to those observed with h and M-type K ϩ conductances (Table 1) . Together, these results suggested that influence fields were largely coupled to specific physiological measurements, rather than to specific VGICs.
Parametric dependencies of influence fields and conductance attenuation are related. So far our analysis of ⌳ R and ⌳ f using the h channel, the M-type K ϩ channel, and the persistent Na ϩ channel has revealed certain unique properties of these influence fields. Specifically, we observed that the magnitude of conductance had minimal effect on the extent of influence fields. On the other hand, we found that passive electrical parameters and location of the channel cluster were major determinants of the extent of influence fields. What aspect of neuronal physiology contributes to such differential dependence of influence field extents on these different parameters? As influence fields form a quantification mechanism for the distance dependence of a conductance at a given location, we postulated that the differential sensitivity of conductance attenuation along the dendritic arbor (Williams 2004 ) to these different parameters could be the basis for such variability.
Under such a postulate, and given our results on influence fields above, conductance attenuation should largely be invariant to the conductance magnitude of the cluster used to compute influence fields. Furthermore, the parameter that increases the extent of influence fields (for example, R m ) will reduce the conductance attenuation, and that which decreases the extent of influence fields (for example, R a ) would enhance the conductance attenuation.
To test this postulate and thereby understand the properties of influence fields, we quantified conductance attenuation as the relative reduction of R in produced by identical conductance changes delivered at the recording site and a remote site (Williams 2004) . Specifically, if ⌬R in rec and ⌬R in rem were the measured R in changes when the conductance changes were delivered at the recording site and a remote site, respectively, then conductance attenuation, A g , was computed as:
To test our postulate on the relationships between A g and influence fields, we computed A g with the recording site fixed at a dendritic location 250 m away from the soma and with varying remote locations (Fig. 2 , A-C). To test whether A g was invariant to the amounts of conductance changes, we computed A g for various values of h conductances inserted at the recording or different remote locations (Fig. 2D) . We found that, with respect to a given remote location, A g was largely independent of conductance magnitude (Fig. 2D) . However, as the remote location was varied, the magnitude of A g was different (Fig.  2D ), which should be expected because conductance attenuation depends on the distance between the remote and recording locations (Williams 2004 ). Thus conductance invariance of A g translates to conductance invariance of influence fields, and the dependence of A g on location translates to location dependence of influence fields as well (Table 1) . Furthermore, we also noted that the asymmetry in influence fields (Fig. 1 , D-G) was reflected as an asymmetry between A g computed at equidistant (with reference to the recording location, 250 m; Fig. 2D ) points close to (100 m location) and away from (400 m location) the soma. From these results, we reasoned that the dependencies of influence fields for R in on different parameters had their bases in the dependence of A g on those specific parameters.
To further validate this conclusion, we performed similar analysis with a regenerative conductance g NaP and arrived at similar results (Fig. 2E) . Furthermore, when we performed similar analyses with fixed h conductance, while varying specific membrane resistivity (R m ) or axial resistivity (R a ) (Fig. 2 , F and G), we found that A g was no longer constant when these parameters varied across the dendrite. Specifically, A g decreased with increase in R m (Fig. 2F ) while it increased with increase in R a (Fig. 2G) , which is to be expected given the dependence of conductance attenuation on these cable properties. These results suggested that an increase in R m would increase the influence field for R in and an increase in R a would decrease the influence field for R in , which was consistent with our results on influence fields (Table 1) . From these results, we concluded that the dependence of influence fields on various parameters was directly related to dependence of conductance attenuation on those parameters, and that such a relationship provides an explanation for why a differential dependence of influence fields on different parameters was observed. However, caution should be exercised in extending this analysis to measurements based on time-varying signals, as A g constitutes a steady-state frequency-independent measurement. In such cases, it would be appropriate to employ a frequency-dependent admittance attenuation measurement, which could be derived from input impedance instead of R in in Eq. 15. Finally, it should be noted that both influence fields and conductance attenuation are normalized measures, and invariance of these quantities to a certain parameter does not mean that the underlying physiological measurement is invariant to the parameter. For instance, although ⌳ R and A g were invariant to h-channel conductance, R in was different for different g h (Fig. 1C) .
Active dendrites reduced the extent of influence fields in morphologically realistic neuronal models. We next turned to analyzing influence fields in a morphologically realistic neuronal model. To do this, we employed a reconstructed hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neuron and set its passive electrical parameters based on previous experimental observations (see MODELS AND METHODS). We employed two different models, one made of only the passive dendritic tree (called the passive 3D model) and the other having an experimentally constrained h-channel gradient across the dendritic arbor (see MODELS AND METHODS) (called the active 3D model). As in the ball-and-stick model, we placed an h-channel cluster of varying conductances at the middle of the apical trunk (457 m from the soma; path distance) and measured R in along the somato-apical trunk before and after the placement of the cluster in both passive as well as active 3D models. Consistent with our observation in the ball-and-stick model (Fig. 1C) , R in decreased not only at the location where the cluster was present but also throughout the trunk in passive (Fig. 3A) and active (Fig. 3F ) models. Furthermore, the extent of influence of the cluster on R in was largely independent of the conductance magnitude in the passive (Fig. 3 , B and C) as well as active (Fig. 3, G and H 
Apart from these similarities in the two 3D models, we also noted a number of differences in their influence field properties. The extent of the influence field was much lower in the active dendrite ( R was ϳ130 m; Fig. 3H ) compared with the passive neuronal model ( R was ϳ420 m; Fig. 3C ) because of the presence of high background conductance (cf. case where R m was decreased in the ball-and-stick model; Table 1 ). Furthermore, in contrast to the ball-and-stick and the passive 3D model, where asymmetry of influence field favored its extent along the dendritic flank ( R d Ͼ R s ) (Fig. 1, D and E, Fig. 3B ), in the active 3D model, asymmetry in the influence field was reversed and favored its extent along the somatic flank ( R d Ͻ R s ) (Fig. 3G) . We reasoned that the extent along the dendritic flank was lower because the background conduc- voltage traces recorded at the dendritic location 250 m from the soma in response to a hyperpolarizing current pulse for various values of h conductance inserted at different locations along the dendrite. The dendritic location where the conductance was inserted is provided within parentheses, and the traces and corresponding h conductance values are color-coded. C: R in computed at the dendritic location 250 m from the soma for various values of h conductance inserted at different locations along the dendrite. These values were employed to compute conductance attenuation as in Eq. 15. D: conductance attenuation computed for various values of h conductance inserted at different locations along the dendrite. Note that for a given location of h conductance, conductance attenuation is largely independent of conductance magnitude. E: similar to D, but computation of conductance attenuation was done using persistent Na ϩ conductance. F: conductance attenuation computed for various values of specific membrane resistance (R m ) with fixed magnitude of h conductance inserted at different locations along the dendrite. G: conductance attenuation computed for various values of specific axial resistance (R a ) with fixed magnitude of h conductance inserted at various locations along the dendrite. All voltage recordings were performed at the dendritic location 250 m away from the soma for all panels.
tance was higher along the dendritic flank, owing to the higher h-channel density in the terminal dendritic side (Eq. 4).
Next we tested the effect of location of h-channel clusters in shaping the extent of influence on R in (cf. Table 1 for the ball-and-stick model). Given that in a multicompartmental model different compartments have different surface areas, we normalized the inserted conductance (specified in mS/cm 2 ) with respect to surface area of each compartment, such that the inserted conductance (at different locations) was of the same absolute value. In doing so, we found that in the passive 3D model the extent of influence field ( R ) increased as the distance of cluster from the soma increased (Fig. 3D) ( R , computed as FWTQM, was closer to 363 m closer to the soma and increased to ϳ508 m closer to the terminal dendrite), whereas in the active 3D model R decreased as the distance between the h-channel cluster and the soma increased ( R , computed as FWTQM, was closer to 273 m closer to the soma and decreased to ϳ111 m closer to the terminal dendrite). Again, we attributed these results to the higher density of h channels closer to the terminal dendrite.
Thus far, we have analyzed the influence of VGICs only along the main trunk of the morphologically realistic models. How does the influence of a localized ion channel cluster extend along the entire dendritic tree? To address this, we visualized the influence field across the entire tree with colorcoded 2D projections of the entire somatodendritic arbor (using Eq. 5) for passive (Fig. 3E) and active (Fig. 3J ) neuronal models. We analyzed the effect of changing the value of the inserted conductance and found that the influence field spanning the entire neuron was not different across various values Fig. 3 . Local presence of an h-channel cluster exerts widespread influence on R in in a realistic 3-dimensional (3D) model of a CA1 pyramidal neuron and depends on baseline conductance values. A-E were derived from simulations performed on a passive model. A: R in measured along the somato-apical trunk in the absence (black) and presence of an h-channel cluster, located at 457 m from the soma and of varying conductance densities (g h ) (colors). B: ⌳ R along the somato-apical trunk for various values of g h , computed from the plots in A. Color codes are the same as those in A. C: extent of influence R plotted as a function of g h . For these simulations, the extent of the influence field was computed as the full width at three-quarter maximum (FWTQM), because the exponential fits never reached a value of 0.5, thus making the computation of full width at half-maximum (FWHM) impossible. D: representative plots depicting ⌳ R of a single h-channel cluster located at various locations (x i ) on the trunk. E: color-coded influence fields across the entire dendritic arbor depicting the influence of a localized h-channel cluster (black arrow; 457 m from the soma on the trunk) on R in , for various values of g h . F-J: same as A-E, but simulations were performed on a model in which the h conductance values were set to their baseline values (see MODELS AND METHODS). For the sake of comparison with C, we computed FWTQM in H as well.
of g h in passive (Fig. 3E) and active (Fig. 3J ) neuronal models. Our conclusions that the extent of influence was much lower in the active 3D model through quantitative analysis of the influence field along the trunk (Fig. 3G) were further confirmed through comparison of such color-coded 2D projections (Fig.  3E vs. Fig. 3J ). Together, these results suggest that, in a CA1 pyramidal cell, plasticity in distal h-channel densities would have lesser influence than plasticity in proximal locations owing to the baseline gradient in h-channel densities in these neurons.
Finally, we analyzed the influence of an h-channel cluster on another local measurement, f R , in the passive and active 3D models and found that the properties elucidated with the ball-and-stick model (Table 1 ) also held in the morphologically realistic models. Furthermore, consistent with previous observations on R in , the extent of influence was much less in the active 3D model compared with the passive 3D model (not shown).
Influence fields for local measurements in thin dendritic branches were confined within the dendritic branch. Given experimental observations about the presence of VGICs and their plasticity in oblique dendrites Losonczy and Magee 2006; Losonczy et al. 2008) , it was essential to analyze influence fields in obliques and compare them with those in the trunk. Employing R in as the measurement for this analysis, we compared the influence fields of h-channel clusters of the same size present on the main trunk versus on an oblique dendrite in the passive 3D model. As observed above (Fig. 3E) , the localized presence of an h-channel cluster on the trunk had an influence that spread across a large stretch of the dendritic tree (Fig. 4A, left) . However, when the same cluster was placed on an oblique, its influence field extent was significantly lower compared with that for the cluster on the main trunk, and there was very limited spread of influence beyond the oblique under consideration (Fig. 4A, right) . This reduction in the extent of the influence field in the passive 3D model Fig. 4 . Influence fields of h-channel clusters and their summation depend on the location of the cluster(s) and baseline conductance distribution in a realistic 3D model of a neuron. A, C, and E were derived from simulations performed on a passive model, whereas B, D, and F were from simulations performed in a model that had a baseline h conductance (active 3D model) (see MODELS AND METHODS) . A and B: color-coded influence field, corresponding to R in , of an h-channel cluster located on the trunk (left) vs. an oblique dendrite (right), for the passive (A) and active (B) 3D models. C and D: color-coded depiction of the summation of influence fields, corresponding to R in , of 2 h-channel clusters present on different (left) vs. the same oblique dendritic branch (right), for the passive (C) and active (D) 3D models. In both C and D, the distance between the 2 clusters is ϳ250 m. E and F: color-coded depiction of the influence field, corresponding to R in , of h channels distributed across the entire oblique branch (left) vs. a single cluster of h channels located at the center of the oblique branch (right) for the passive (E) and active (F) 3D models.
could be directly related to the inverse relationship between the diameter of the dendrite and the extent of influence that we had observed with the ball-and-stick model (Table 1) . Performing a similar analysis on the active 3D model revealed that the extent of the influence field was much less compared with the passive 3D model (compare Fig. 4B with Fig. 4A ) and, importantly, the influence of an h-channel cluster in an oblique remained confined to the oblique. Thus the reduced diameter of the obliques, coupled with the high background conductance in the active 3D model, ensured that the influences of the presence/ plasticity of h-channel clusters in the obliques are confined to that particular oblique.
The contributions of dendritic branches in segregating inputs from various sources and the role of dendritic branches as independent and fundamental computational and plasticity units are well established Govindarajan et al. 2010; Larkum et al. 2009; London and Hausser 2005; Losonczy and Magee 2006; Losonczy et al. 2008; Nevian et al. 2007; Poirazi et al. 2003; Polsky et al. 2004) . For the branches to behave truly as independent subunits, their influence fields (for various measurements) should be limited to the corresponding oblique branches (Fig. 4, A and B) , and the presence of channels in other obliques should not influence measurements in the oblique under consideration. To test whether this was the case, we placed two h-channel clusters in two distinct obliques and asked whether there was overlap in the influence field (Fig. 4C) . We found that the influences were maximal within the respective obliques, although there was more spread of the influence to the trunk (Fig. 4C, left) , compared with the presence of a single cluster (Fig. 4A, right) . In contrast, when both h-channel clusters were placed on the same oblique, the spread of influence did not significantly stretch into the main trunk (Fig. 4C, right) . We then repeated these experiments in the more realistic active 3D model and asked whether the segregation was more complete in that case. As expected from previous results, the segregation was more complete in the active 3D model (Fig. 4D) , where the overlap between the influence fields of h-channel clusters on two different obliques was extremely minimal (Fig. 4D, left) . Together, the results so far suggest that the presence and plasticity of h channels in oblique dendrites have spatially confined influence fields with respect to R in , with influences largely limited to the oblique under consideration.
Clustering of ion channels has been demonstrated to modulate physiological properties in multiple systems (Jung and Shuai 2001; Lai and Jan 2006; Shuai and Jung 2003; Vacher et al. 2008 ). We next asked whether clustering of ion channels introduced significant changes to influence fields compared with the same ion channels distributed evenly across a region. To answer this we chose oblique dendrites, as influence fields in obliques had very limited extents (results above). Specifically, we introduced a single h-channel cluster of a given conductance at the center of the oblique or introduced the same value of h conductance spread across the entire oblique and compared the influence fields in two cases. We found that the influence of the single ion channel cluster was very limited compared with the case in which it was spread across the entire oblique, irrespective of whether we used the passive (Fig. 4E) or the active (Fig. 4F) 3D model. Similar to previous results, we found that the influence fields have much smaller extents in the active 3D model compared with the passive model.
Influence fields of restorative and regenerative channel clusters for passive propagation properties were spatially widespread.
Apart from modulating local properties such as R in and f R , dendritic VGICs also modulate propagation of electrical signals Johnston and Narayanan 2008; Magee 2000; Sjostrom et al. 2008; Spruston 2008) . How does the presence of VGIC clusters influence propagating properties? Do influence fields corresponding to propagation-related properties taper along both flanks of the cluster location? Are these influence fields affected by the direction of propagation? To answer these questions, we analyzed passive propagation of subthreshold excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) and asked how the presence of an A-type K ϩ -or h-channel cluster affected passive propagation. Similar to our previous analyses, we first established the basic framework, using the ball-and-stick model, and analyzed passive propagation of subthreshold EPSPs with respect to three different conductances: A-type K ϩ conductance, h conductance, and persistent Na ϩ conductance (see Table 2 for results from the ball-and-stick model) and then analyzed influence fields corresponding to propagating signal in morphologically realistic models.
To analyze the influence of A-type K ϩ and h currents on passive propagation of EPSPs in a morphologically realistic model, we inserted an ␣-current synapse at an apical dendritic compartment 893 m (path distance) from the soma and an A-type K ϩ -or h-channel cluster around the center of the apical dendritic shaft (448 m from the soma) and recorded its amplitude at various locations along the somatodendritic axis (Fig. 5, B and D) . In striking contrast to influence fields corresponding to local properties (Figs. 1-4) , we found that the influence was not maximal at the location of the VGIC cluster and did not taper on either side of the cluster location irrespective of the inserted channel type (Fig. 5, C and E) . EPSPs propagate along either side of the synaptic location, and in our case the VGIC cluster was located only along one of these two directions, which we call the cluster direction. We found that the presence of the VGIC cluster did not have any effect on propagation along the no-cluster direction (not shown). For propagation along the cluster direction, the influence was maximal in compartments that were located after the propagating signal crossed the cluster (Fig. 5, C and E) . For compartments between the cluster and the synapse, the influence field was distance dependent, with the influence being maximal at the cluster location. Despite these differences with respect to the influence field properties of local measurements, changing the cluster size by altering the maximal A-type K ϩ conductance or h-channel conductance did not significantly alter the influence field properties (Fig. 5, C and E) , thus confirming the invariance of influence fields to cluster size for EPSP propagation as well (Fig. 5, F and G) .
Next, we asked whether the influence of A-type K ϩ conductance or h conductance on EPSP propagation was dependent on the location of the cluster. Depending on the cluster direction, we calculated the extent along only one of the two flanks (somatic extent, EPSP s or dendritic extent, EPSP d ) and found that the EPSP d increased as a function of the distance between the ion channel cluster and the synaptic location (Fig.  5, H-J) irrespective of the ion channel used. Additionally, we also computed EPSP s by placing the synapse proximal to the soma and the ion channel cluster to more distal locations and found that EPSP s decreased as a function of the distance between the ion channel cluster and the synaptic location (not shown). We attributed this to the presence of the large somatic compartment along one flank.
We performed similar analyses in the active 3D model, which had an experimentally constrained baseline gradient of the A-type K ϩ -channel conductance (see MODELS AND METHODS), and found that the characteristics of the influence fields for EPSP propagation remained similar (not shown). The only difference was that the extent of the influence field was significantly lower in the active 3D model (extent of the influence field varied from 200 to 600 m, depending on location of the cluster) compared with the passive 3D model (extent of the influence varied from 300 to 750 m, depending on cluster location; Fig. 5I ). In summary, in contrast to the influence fields of local properties (Figs. 1-3) , the influence of an A-type K ϩ channel cluster on passive propagation of EPSPs was not local. The influence field was largely independent of the VGIC conductance, but the direction of propagation, baseline conductance gradients, and the relative location of the ion channel cluster with respect to the synapse were crucial determinants of the influence field in this case.
Influence fields of restorative and regenerative channel clusters for active propagation were spatially confined and location independent. In the analyses above, we found that the influence of localized changes in the A-type K ϩ channels on passive propagating properties did not remain local, but had maximal impact on all the compartments located after the propagating signal crossed the cluster (Fig. 5) . If this analysis for passive propagation held for backpropagation of action potentials, then it would imply that even localized changes in A-type K ϩ channels would cause widespread changes to bAPs, especially at dendritic locations that are beyond the point of plasticity along the propagation direction. However, experimentally, activity-dependent localized changes in the A-channel properties led only to localized changes in the bAP amplitudes (Frick et al. 2004 ). Even localized application of an A-channel blocker, 4-AP, led only to localized changes in the calcium transients, which reflects only localized changes in bAP amplitude . We postulated that this difference in spread should be a consequence of the active propagation of bAPs, as opposed to the passive propagation of EPSPs in the cases analyzed before. To test this, we constructed a ball-and-stick model that can sustain active bAPs and studied the influence fields of active propagation with respect to localized changes in A-type K ϩ channels, fast Na ϩ channels, and slow M-type K ϩ channel (Table 2 ). After establishing the basic framework for the influence field corresponding to bAP (⌳ AP ) in the ball-and-stick model using various conductances (Table 2) , we analyzed the influence of an A-type K ϩ -channel cluster on bAP, ⌳ AP , in two distinct realistic neuronal models (Figs. 6 and 7) . One of the models had equal distribution of Na ϩ and delayed-rectifier K ϩ channels along the somatodendritic compartments, but no other channels in any of the compartments (called the uniform model), and the other had experimentally constrained gradient of A-type K ϩ channels in conjunction with Na ϩ and delayedrectifier K ϩ channels (called the gradient model) (Eq. 3; see
MODELS AND METHODS).
We placed an A-type K ϩ -channel cluster at around the center of the apical trunk and compared the bAP amplitude before and after cluster placement to arrive at ⌳ AP (Fig. 6A) . We found that even the localized presence of the cluster affected bAP over a range of compartments in a distancedependent manner (Fig. 6B) . However, in contrast to the influence fields corresponding to EPSPs, ⌳ AP tapered along both the flanks, thus suggesting that the direction of propagation did not play a role in shaping the influence field (Fig. 6C) . We also found that ⌳ AP was largely symmetric along the apical trunk (Fig. 6C) , thus suggesting that the presence of the soma or the direction of propagation did not matter in determining the influence field shapes for active propagation (cf. Fig. 1D ). Sensitivity analysis for the extent of IFs corresponding to passive propagation of excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) and active propagation of action potentials in the ball-and-stick model. The parameters on which the analysis was performed form the first column, and the second column indicates the tested range of the corresponding parameter. Other columns correspond to changes observed in EPSP and AP for increases in the parameters given in the first column corresponding to type of ion channel (top row: columns 3-8). *Very small changes. Increase in V 1/2 refers to depolarizing shift in activation or inactivation V 1/2 of the A-type K ϩ channel.
These observations are in agreement with previous experimental findings that activity-dependent localized changes in Achannel properties led only to localized changes in the bAP amplitudes (Frick et al. 2004 ) and also localized application of the A-channel blocker 4-AP led only to localized changes in the calcium transients, which reflects only localized changes in bAP amplitude . Finally, the influence field was largely invariant to the cluster size (Fig. 6, C and D) , until a threshold value for g KA , beyond which the influence field was similar to the passive propagation case. We obtained similar results with the "gradient model," with a difference that the influence field was more asymmetric in the gradient model ( AP d Ͼ AP s ; Fig. 6G ), owing to the higher baseline g KA on the dendritic flank (Fig. 6, E-H) .
Next, we asked whether ⌳ AP was dependent on the location of the A-type K ϩ -channel cluster. Surprisingly, and in contrast with all previous analyzed influence fields, we found that ⌳ AP was largely invariant to the cluster location (Fig. 7) , whenever active propagation was not compromised by the presence of the cluster. This was true for both the uniform model (Fig. 7, A-C ) and the gradient model (Fig. 7, D and E) , thus confirming the independence of this invariance on baseline A-type K ϩ -channel densities. When active propagation could not be sustained, ⌳ AP was similar to ⌳ EPSP (Fig. 7, D and E) . Together, our results suggest that the influence fields corresponding to active propagation were very different from those for localized properties and for passive propagation. Specifically, ⌳ AP was spatially confined and was invariant to both the direction of propagation and the size of the cluster.
Influence fields for active propagation in thin dendritic branches were spatially confined within the dendritic branch. We next turned our attention to oblique dendrites in both the uniform and gradient 3D models and analyzed ⌳ AP in the presence of A-type K ϩ -channel clusters in these obliques. Our analyses followed the same regime as that we employed for analysis of ⌳ R in obliques (Fig. 4) . First, we compared the influence fields of A-type K ϩ -channel clusters of the same size present on the main trunk versus on an oblique dendrite in the uniform (Fig. 8A) and gradient (Fig. 8B ) models. As observed with local properties (Fig. 4, A and B) , with respect to active propagation of bAPs, we found that the influence of an Atype K ϩ -channel cluster in an oblique remained confined to the oblique (cf. diameter dependence in Table 2 ). Next, when we placed two different A-type K ϩ -channel clusters in two distinct obliques, we found that the influences were confined within the respective obliques, irrespective of whether there was one or two clusters in the same oblique (Fig. 8, A , right, and C, right) or whether there were two clusters present on two different obliques (Fig. 8C, left) . We observed this confinement of influence fields within obliques, complete with all these invariances, even in the gradient model (Fig. 8D) . Together, these results suggest that the presence and plasticity of A-type K ϩ -channel clusters in oblique dendrites have very limited influences on bAP amplitude beyond the oblique. Finally, we asked whether clustering of A-type K ϩ channels introduced significant changes to the influence fields compared with the same ion channels distributed evenly across a region. We found that the influence of clustered ion channels was relatively limited compared with the case in which it was spread across the entire oblique, irrespective of whether we used the uniform (Fig. 8E) or the gradient (Fig. 8F) 3D model. Thus, if the influences of the presence of or plasticity in ion channels were to be confined within the obliques for them to act as independent subunits, clustering of constituent ion channels might offer one solution for implementing this physiologically (cf. Fig. 4) . Fig. 6 . Local presence of A-type K ϩ -channel cluster exerts widespread influence on backpropagating action potential (bAP) amplitude in a morphologically realistic 3D model of a neuron. A-D were derived from simulations performed on a model with only Na ϩ and K DR conductances (uniform 3D model). A: reconstructed 3D model of the neuron showing locations where bAP amplitude was measured; red dot at soma, green dot at 470 m, and purple dot at 880 m from the soma (path distances). Representative traces depict bAPs recorded at these locations when a cluster of g KA (of 640 mS/cm 2 ) was placed at a distance 470 m from the soma. B: bAP amplitude measured along the somato-apical trunk in the absence (black) and presence of an A-type K ϩ channel cluster, located at 470 m (along the trunk) from the soma and of varying conductance densities (g KA ) (colors). C: normalized influence of A-type K ϩ -channel cluster on bAP amplitude (⌳ AP ) for various values of g KA , computed from the plots in A. Color codes are the same as those in A. D: color-coded influence fields across the entire dendritic arbor depicting the influence of a localized A-type K ϩ channel cluster (black arrow; 470 m from the soma on the trunk) on bAP amplitude, for various values of g KA . E-H: same as A-D, but simulations were performed on a model that had an additional baseline A-type K ϩ conductance gradient (gradient model; see MODELS AND METHODS) . This altered the baseline bAP amplitudes as depicted by the black trace in F.
Reconstruction of functional gradients employing influence fields revealed crucial roles for ion channels in adjacent compartments.
A primary motivation for the development of the influence fields as a quantitative framework for assessing the roles of dendritic VGICs was its incorporation into learning theory and other neurophysiological models. For this, it would be essential that this abstraction is useful in incorporation of plasticity in ion channels, and importantly in converting such plasticity into functional equivalents, taking into account the influence of such plasticity on physiological measurements in Fig. 7 . Extent of influence of A-type K ϩ -channel cluster is largely independent of the location of A-type K ϩ -channel cluster on the dendrite in a morphologically realistic 3D neuronal model. A-C were derived from simulations performed on a model with only Na ϩ and K DR conductances (the uniform 3D model). A: color-coded influence fields across the entire dendritic arbor depicting the influence of a localized A-type K ϩ -channel cluster on bAP amplitude, for various cluster locations (indicated to left of each reconstruction). B: representative plots depicting influence fields along the somato-apical trunk, corresponding to bAPs, of a single A-type K ϩ -channel cluster located at various locations (x i ) on the trunk. C: extent of influence of a localized A-type K ϩ -channel cluster on bAP amplitude, AP , plotted as function of location of the cluster (x i ) on the dendrite. D-F: same as A-C, but simulations were performed on the gradient 3D model. other compartments. In short, influence fields should be useful as an abstraction in reconstructing a functional gradient when the distribution and properties of the underlying VGIC are given.
To do this, it was first important to understand how the influence fields of ion channels located at different locations interact with each other. Employing the basic ball-and-stick model, we placed h-channel clusters (g h ϭ 80 mS/cm 2 ) at two distinct locations on the dendrite and calculated their combined influence field (see MODELS AND METHODS). We found that the summation of influence fields of two h-channel clusters was sublinear with respect to R in (Fig. 9A) , and the degree of sublinearity increased with increasing distance between the two clusters (Fig. 9B) . Such increase in sublinearity with increased distance should be expected from our observations related to the location dependence of A g (Fig. 2) and from the reduction in R with increase in background conductance (Table 1 and Fig. 3 ). Similar analysis for f R , using two h-channel clusters, revealed that summation of two ⌳ f (x; x i ) was sublinear, with the degree of sublinearity decreasing as the distance between two ion channel clusters increased (not shown). Finally, we also found that the dependencies of summation linearity for both R in and f R were similar when we repeated the analysis with two clusters of M channels, thus confirming that such sublinear summation of the influence fields was channel invariant for these two measurements. However, this sublinearity in summation did not extend to other measurements; when we performed similar analyses with influence fields of A-type K ϩ channels on passive and active propagation, we found their summation to be supralinear (Fig.  9, C and D) and linear (Fig. 9, E and F) , respectively. Thus linearity of summation in the influence fields is critically dependent on the measurement that is being considered.
If the linearity of summation in the influence fields is critically dependent on the measurement, then linearity of summation in the influence fields should be similar even if influence fields were derived from the insertion of two different ion channels (which affect a physiological measurement in a similar fashion) at the two locations. To test this, we placed two different ion channel clusters (A-and M-type K ϩ -channel clusters) at two different locations along the dendrite and computed linearity of summation of the two different influence A and B: color-coded influence field, corresponding to backpropagation of action potentials, of an A-type K ϩ -channel cluster located on the trunk (left) vs. an oblique dendrite (right) for the uniform (A) and gradient (B) 3D models. C and D: color-coded depiction of the summation of influence fields, corresponding to backpropagation of action potentials, of 2 A-type K ϩ -channel clusters present on different (left) vs. the same (right) oblique dendritic branch, for the uniform (C) and gradient (D) 3D models. In both C and D, the distance between the 2 clusters was set at ϳ250 m. E and F: color-coded depiction of the influence field, corresponding to backpropagation of action potentials, of A-type K ϩ channels distributed across the entire oblique branch (left) vs. a single cluster (of same conductance as the distributed case) of A-type K ϩ channels located at the center of the oblique branch (right), for the uniform (E) and gradient (F) 3D models.
fields (Fig. 9G) . We found that the linearity index for summation between these two clusters was close to unity, irrespective of the distance between the two clusters (Fig. 9, G and H) . However, when we analyzed such cross-channel interaction across measurements with different combinations of restorative and regenerative conductances, we found that linearity of summation was dependent on whether the channels were of the same type (restorative vs. regenerative) and the locations and the magnitudes of the cluster. Such dependencies would be critical in understanding the interactions between different somatic and dendritic channels and their roles in regulating neuronal physiology (George et al. 2009; Pavlov et al. 2011) , and influence fields provide a quantitative framework for understanding such cross-channel interactions.
To enable simplicity of reconstruction of the functional gradient, we chose the A-type K ϩ channel and active propagation, given the linearity in the summations of its influence fields (Fig. 9, E and F) . To accomplish the demonstration that the proposed abstraction is capable of such reconstruction, we introduced a known A-type K ϩ -channel density gradient into the ball-and-stick model. The distance-dependent gradient in the maximal A-type K ϩ -channel density was represented as g KA (x) , where x represented distance from the soma. g KA (x) was set as follows (Fig. 10B) , in order to obtain a bAP amplitude of ϳ10 mV at the terminal dendritic location of the model (500 m from the soma):
With this gradient in A-type K ϩ channels assigned, we measured the bAP amplitude at various locations along the somatodendritic axis and called that the actual measurement [bAP actual (x) , with x being the distance from the soma]. Now, we wanted to test whether we could approximate this actual measurement by just knowing the properties of the channel, its relationship to the measurement, and the channel's influence field with respect to that measurement. Influence fields were represented with their two-exponential characterization (Eq. 7), taking into account the location dependence of ⌳ AP , especially along the dendritic flank. Through this abstraction, we obtained a continuous functional representation of ⌳ AP (x; x i ) for all x and x i (Fig. 10A) .
The influence field is a relative measurement that quantifies the spread of influence along the neuronal topograph. To reconstruct the functional gradient from the channel gradient, we need to know the relationship, at the location of the VGIC conductance, between the functional measurement under consideration (bAP amplitude) and the conductance magnitude of the VGIC (A-type K ϩ channel). We empirically found that the local reduction in bAP amplitude as a function of the cluster size (g KA ), ⌬bAP local (g KA ), to be as in Fig. 10C , and the local reduction was maximal when the cluster was closer to the soma (Fig. 10D, inset) .
We first considered the case in which there was no influence of VGIC conductances in adjacent compartments on physiological measurements in a given compartment. This would imply that the amount of reduction in bAP amplitude would just be a direct transformation from g KA as a function of distance (Eq. 16; Fig. 10B ) to reductions in local bAP amplitude, using the transformation shown in Fig. 10C . We represented this direct transformation of local g KA to reduction in bAP amplitude as ⌬bAP noIF (g KA ,x i ), and found that ⌬bAP noIF (g KA ,x i ) (Fig. 10, D and E) was much smaller than the actual reductions obtained with simulations (Fig. 10E ). This quantitatively demonstrated that the amount of reduction in bAP amplitude at a given location was not just dependent on the A-type K ϩ channels at that location. Next, in order to account for influences of all other clusters, we first calculated the local bAP reduction ⌬bAP noIF (g KA ,x i ) for each cluster location x i . We then calculated the influence fields ⌳ AP (x; x i ) as in Fig. 10A and multiplied this with ⌬bAP noIF (g KA ,x i ) of the corresponding cluster location x i . This single-product term [⌳ AP (x; x i )·⌬bAP noIF (g KA ,x i )] varies with location x and provides us with the amount of reduction in bAP amplitude at each location x owing to the presence of a single A-type K ϩ channel cluster located at x i with conductance g KA (x i ) (Fig. 10D) . Now, to account for influences of all A-type K ϩ channel clusters on the bAP amplitude at a given location x, we just computed the sum of all such product values (each corresponding to a different cluster location x i ) at that particular location x:
Performing this computation for all x provided us with an estimate of the reduction of bAP amplitude as a function of distance (Fig. 10E) due to the presence of a g KA (x) as in Eq. 16. We compared this estimated change in bAP (Fig. 10E ) with the actual change in bAP we obtained from bAP actual (x) (Fig. 10E ) and found that this estimate was much closer to the actual bAP changes. If influences from adjacent compartments were absent, the maximal reduction in bAP amplitude was just ϳ14 mV maximum (Fig. 10D ) with g KA (x) distributed as in Eq. 16. In reality, the maximal reduction in bAP amplitude was ϳ100 mV, which can be obtained only when the distance-dependent influence of other ion channel clusters is accounted for (Fig.  10, E and F) . Thus a large proportion of bAP reduction (ϳ86 mV in this case) is through influences from adjacent VGICs, with the channel cluster at that location contributing only a minor component. Finally, it must be noted that this reconstruction process (as in Eq. 17) yields close approximations to the measurement only because influence fields of bAPs summate linearly (Fig. 9, E and F) . If, on the other hand, the influence fields summate sublinearly (as in R in ; Fig. 9, A and B) or supralinearly (as in EPSPs; Fig. 9, C and D) , then Eq. 17 needs modifications to account for this sub-/supralinearity of summation.
Together, the "influence field" framework provides a quantitative means for converting ion channel properties to different intrinsic properties (not just gain/excitability) at various locations, thus making it feasible to relate local/global plasticity in specific VGIC properties to location-dependent changes in any of these physiological properties. This provides a quantitative framework to incorporate rules for plasticity in VGICs, and study the role of various intrinsic properties within learning theory frameworks, in the same way as plasticity in synaptic weights has been studied within learning theory and other neurophysiological frameworks (Dayan and Abbott 2001; Haykin 1998) .
DISCUSSION
The prime goal of this study was to develop a quantitative framework for analyzing dendritic VGICs, accounting for the connected nature of neuronal compartments and the consequent nonlocal influences of VGIC conductances. We developed a quantitative abstraction of such influences, and called it the "influence field" of that VGIC conductance. Analyses involving multiple ion channels and different local as well as propagating physiological properties presented a multitude of conclusions that are critical to the understanding of single neurons and their information processing capabilities. A prominent conclusion that is critical for models of single-neuron computation is that a given VGIC conductance can have distinct influences on different physiological measurements. The structure, the spatial extent, and the location dependence of influence fields, their summation with respect to different clusters of the same VGIC type, and sensitivities to various parameters are all heavily dependent on the specific measurement under consideration (Tables 1 and 2 ). However, we also found some important influence field characteristics that were invariant across measurements. First, influence fields were largely independent on the VGIC conductance magnitude. Second, the influence of ion channels located in obliques was spatially confined to those obliques alone. This offers an excellent segregation mechanism in terms of VGIC location and plasticity, thus enabling oblique dendrites to act as independent and fundamental physiological and computational subunits Govindarajan et al. 2010; Larkum et al. 2009; Losonczy and Magee 2006; Losonczy et al. 2008; Polsky et al. 2004) .
Influence fields in metaplasticity and homeostasis. The presence of VGICs in dendrites entails their role in processing subthreshold Branco and Hausser 2011; Hutcheon and Yarom 2000; Llinas 1988; London and Hausser 2005; Magee 2000; O'Donnell and Nolan 2011; Sjostrom et al. 2008; Spruston 2008; Stemmler and Koch 1999) as well as suprathreshold (Bean 2007; Christie and Westbrook 2003; Hoffman et al. 1997; Kim et al. 2005; Losonczy et al. 2008) electrical signals. Hence, presence of or plasticity in VGICs could modulate rules governing the induction of synaptic plasticity (Fan et al. 2005; Frick et al. 2004; Johnston et al. 2003; Lin et al. 2008; Lujan et al. 2009; Narayanan and Johnston 2010; Shah et al. 2010; Watanabe et al. 2002) . Given our results that even localized plasticity in VGICs can alter physiological properties in a large stretch of a neuron, plasticity in VGICs would alter synaptic plasticity rules at locations away from the location of VGIC plasticity. However, as influence fields of VGICs in thin dendritic branches remain largely confined to that branch alone (Figs. 3B and 7B), plasticity in VGICs in a given dendritic branch would lead to modulation of synaptic plasticity rules only within that branch, thus leading to branch-specific metaplasticity.
Small perturbations in the balance between excitation and inhibition can modulate the input-output relationship of a neuron and lead to changes in network dynamics and neural coding Chagnac-Amitai and Connors 1989; Kirkwood and Bear 1994; Kriegstein 1987; Nelson 1991; Pouille et al. 2009; Turrigiano 2011; Turrigiano and Nelson 2004) . In neurons like the CA1 pyramidal cell, inputs to the neuron from different brain regions are spatially segregated along the topograph of the neuron. In neurons like these, if a perturbation in the balance between excitation and inhibition occurs through inputs from one brain region, it would be easy if this perturbation were handled through local changes without significantly affecting other regions. Given that active membrane conductances have been shown to adapt themselves in order to maintain the input-output relationship of a neuron and to adapt with changing network dynamics (Aizenman et al. 2003; Brager and Johnston 2007; Brickley et al. 2001; Desai 2003; Desai et al. 1999a Desai et al. , 1999b Fan et al. 2005; Golowasch et al. 1999; Narayanan and Johnston 2007; van Welie et al. 2004 van Welie et al. , 2006 , we propose that localized plasticity in VGICs can provide one solution to this problem. As influence fields of VGICs spread across the neuronal topograph, such plasticity could be directed in such a way that it affects inputs only onto one specific subregion of the neuron, thus establishing global homeostasis through localized changes in specific ion channel densities (cf. efficient coding hypothesis below).
Influence fields and learning theory. A prime motivation in the development of the quantitative framework presented here was the development of a learning theory framework that would include dendritic VGICs and their plasticity, apart from synaptic plasticity. One postulate that has gained attention in the literature is that the diverse ion channels and the diverse forms of plasticity in VGICs could be playing a role in enabling neurons to efficiently encode incoming network information. Under this framework, neurons, by adapting their intrinsic properties through alterations in VGICs and other intrinsic mechanisms, could match their response properties to those of network statistics to efficiently encode information. Against this background, during learning (or pathological states), incoming network information is altered, and the process of changing synaptic and intrinsic properties in an effort to match them with this altered network statistics would constitute the cellular basis for learning and associated homeostasis [cf. efficient coding hypothesis in the systems framework (Barlow 1961; Geisler 2008; Simoncelli 2003; Simoncelli and Olshausen 2001) ]. As different dendritic subregions of a neuron could receive inputs from different brain regions, there would be a necessity for different regions to adapt to different network statistics. In such a case, in the process of learning incoming statistics, and matching intrinsic responses differentially at various somatodendritic locations, different regions would have different VGIC distributions (Lundstrom et al. 2008; Johnston 2007, 2008b; Nelson and Turrigiano 2008; O'Donnell and Nolan 2011; Stemmler and Koch 1999) .
If learning models are to be developed to test the efficient coding hypothesis in single-neuron computation, it would be required to find 1) what response properties different VGICs encode; 2) how (synaptic and intrinsic plasticity) learning rules and network statistics relate to changes in neuronal response properties; and 3) how the presence and plasticity of a localized VGIC influence different properties at different locations along the neuron. In this context, the nonlocal influences of VGICs form an important distinction between intrinsic plasticity and synaptic plasticity, and could be a mechanism in bringing about global order through local computations. Specifically, influence fields of different measurements could play roles analogous to those of interneuronal Mexican hat-like coupling in the self-organized development of sensory maps (Goodhill 2007; Swindale 1996) . Influence fields constitute abstracted quantifications of interactions between compartments within a single neuron, as opposed to the Mexican hat interactions between neurons, but could play a similar role in translating local plasticity to global order spanning the entire neuron.
From the above discussion, it is also obvious that focusing on gain/excitability as the only property that VGICs modulate would not constitute an overarching framework for their incorporation into learning frameworks (Johnston and Narayanan 2008; Llinas 1988; Marder et al. 1996; Narayanan and Johnston 2008a; O'Donnell and Nolan 2011; Remme et al. 2010; Wang 2010) . It would be important to recognize that ion channels modulate various measurements, and could be enabling the neuron in modulating its response properties to specific features of the incoming input (Losonczy et al. 2008; Narayanan and Johnston 2007; O'Donnell and Nolan 2011) . Incorporating these into learning frameworks, apart from providing a quantitative framework for understanding neuronal learning, would also help in developing efficient algorithms for learning and classifying patterns. Thus far, such efforts have been limited to abstractions of synaptic plasticity (Haykin 1998) , which could be made more efficient by incorporating physiological measurements that active dendrites and their plasticity alter, and thus efficiently harnessing the enormous computational power of a single neuron. Such efforts would also help in answering questions on what specific roles the nonlocal and differential influence fields play, on whether they enforce some interactions between synapses located in adjacent compartments and help in a global mutually dependent homeostatic self-organization of various physiological properties within a neuron (Andrasfalvy et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2010; Nelson and Turrigiano 2008; O'Donnell and Nolan 2011; Rabinowitch and Segev 2006; Shin and Chetkovich 2007) .
Interactions between cross-channel influence fields. In this study, we employed simplified neuronal models with a restricted range of ion channels to develop a basic framework for how VGICs influence a cross section of measurements in adjacent neuronal compartments, and how such influence fields interact with each other (Fig. 9) . When more types of dendritic VGICs are present, as in a more realistic neuronal model, the interactions between the various restorative and regenerative conductances present in different compartments in an elaborate dendritic tree would become more complex. Extensions to this basic framework could thus focus on elucidating the complexities associated with interactions between multiple types of ion channels present in different dendritic compartments.
In this context, a growing body of experimental literature has focused on the analysis of colocalization of multiple types of channels, whereby their combined presence endows a compartment with very distinct "emergent" physiological properties George et al. 2009; Park et al. 2010; Pavlov et al. 2011; Tsay et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2010 ). In such cases, it stands to reason that the distance between clusters of these different ion channel types would play a crucial role in how they alter the observed phenomenon. For instance, if one channel type (say, a calcium channel) were localized in the dendrites and the other (say, a calcium-dependent K ϩ channel) in the soma, the influence of one on the other would be dependent on the distance between them and various passive and active properties. The framework presented here provides an ideal setup for analyzing such influences, through effective quantification of such cross-channel interactions. The basic framework presented here could also be extended to analyze other physiological phenomena, which are not necessarily electrical in nature. For instance, the framework could easily be extended to encompass reaction-diffusion mechanisms for analyzing the microdomains associated with biochemical signaling entities located at specific neuronal compartments (Kennedy et al. 2005; Kotaleski and Blackwell 2010) and their influence on plasticity (or other phenomenon) in physiological properties of other compartments. Finally, from our analysis, we note that an increase in any background conductance always led to a reduction in the extent of the influence field. Thus influence fields in in vivo conditions would be much less compared with in vitro conditions because of the high-conductance state in vivo (Chance et al. 2002) .
Experimental determination of influence fields. How can we measure influence fields experimentally? A direct way to do this would be the use of the dynamic clamp procedure to inject a point conductance at a neuronal location and record the measurement of interest from various locations along the neuron (Sharp et al. 1993; Williams 2004) . Using a similar experimental paradigm, Williams (2004) tested conductance compartmentalization in cortical pyramidal neurons. Although the author used generalized conductance changes, and measured voltage changes to steady-state current pulses to arrive at the conclusion on spatial compartmentalization of conductances (Williams 2004) , the results are in general agreement with the shape of the influence field for various measurements and their independence of the magnitude of the respective conductances. However, as different measurements are differentially dependent on various ion channels (Tables 1 and 2) , it would be necessary to test influence fields for each of such measurement-ion channel pairs through the injection of appropriate conductances. Coupling such experiments with appropriate pharmacological agents could also help in understanding the dependencies of various physiological measurements on a given influence field.
Another way to measure influence fields would be to use either calcium or voltage imaging techniques so that measurements might be acquired over the entire topograph of the neuron rather than being restricted to a single location (as above). This technique has been used effectively in assessing the influence of A-type K ϩ current on bAPs. With calcium imaging, it has been demonstrated that changes in calcium transients are localized in response to a localized reduction in A current, achieved either through activity-dependent changes (Frick et al. 2004) or through pharmacologically induced localized blockade . Although indirect, it may be noted that the shape of extent of influence of such changes is consistent with our results (Fig. 7) . Finally, if extracellular correlates to specific measurements could be found, microelectronic methods that are being developed for extending extracellular measurements into the three-dimensional domain (Du et al. 2009; Wise et al. 2008 ) could be useful in obtaining the influence of a localized ion channel cluster on various parts of a neuron.
In summary, in this study we formulated a generalized quantitative framework of influence fields for analyzing functional gradients within single neurons and picked certain propagating and localized properties to assess their influence fields with respect to specific VGICs. We presented methods by which such a framework could help in including dendritic ion channels and their plasticity in learning theory within a broad framework of efficient encoding of neuronal information, thus harnessing the full computational potential of single neurons. Future studies could focus on developing theoretical and experimental frameworks employing influence fields as abstractions for active dendrites and their plasticity, and on experimentally measuring influence fields for various measurements.
